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Abstract
This paper presents an automatic and novel approach in
structuring and indexing lecture videos for distance learn-
ing applications. By structuring video content, we can sup-
port both topic indexing and semantic querying of multi-
media documents. In this paper, our aim is to link the
discussion topics extracted from the electronic slides with
their associatedvideoandaudiosegments. Two major tech-
niquesin ourproposedapproachincludevideo text analysis
and speech recognition. Initially, a video is partitioned into
shots based on slide transitions. For each shot, the embed-
ded video texts are detected, reconstructed and segmented
as high-resolution foreground texts for commercial OCR
recognition. The recognized texts can then be matched with
their associated slides for video indexing. Meanwhile, both
phrases (title) and keywords (content) are also extracted
from the electronic slides to spot the speech signals. The
spottedphrasesandkeywords are further utilized as queries
to retrieve the most similar slide for speech indexing.
1. Introduction
The teaching and learning in a traditional classroom can
be viewed as a multimedia authoring activity. The main
streams of activity include what is heard (audio), what is
seen (video) and what is discussed (presentation slides) in
a classroom. One essential goal of distance learning is to
provide a quality of learning that is both compatible and
comparable to the traditional classroom environment. To
achieve this goal, a fundamental problem is how to effec-
tively present and index the activities in the classrooms for
on-line courses. A typical approach is to record and encode
the activities in a classroom as multimedia documents such
as in the audio and video formats [1, 4]. The multimedia
documents, together with the associated electronic slides,
could then be streamed over the network for on-line presen-
tation.
Besides effective presentation, a more sophisticated way
of distance learning is to support the semantic querying of
multimedia documents [5, 11]. For instance, to provide the
facility to support the querying of topics of interest from a
set of lecture videos that have been recorded for a semester.
This applicationtypicallyrequiresthe “linkingindices” that
can explicitly link every video segment with its associated
electronic slide. By these linking indices, the problem of
semantic querying can be turned into the traditional infor-
mation retrieval problem. In other words, the remaining
step is to index the keywords found in electronic slides in
a database for retrieval. When a query is input, a set of rele-
vantslides are retrieved. When a relevantslide is selected to
view, the associated video segment will be displayed. The
main challengeof this application,nevertheless,is the mod-
eling of the relationship (or ﬁnding the linking indices) be-
tween the recorded multimedia documents and electronic
slides.
Figure 1 presents our proposed framework for structur-
ing lecture video content for effective indexing. The input
to the framework is the presentation slides and a video that
contains the visual and audio information. The outputs are
the “linking indices” that link the relationship among them.
Three major techniques involved are the detection of slide
transitions, the analysis of textual information embedded in
videos (refer to as video text) and the recognition of speech
signal.
In the framework shown in Figure 1, initially, a video is
partitioned into segments according to the topic of discus-
sion. This is achieved by detecting the transition of slides
through the analysis of video content. We refer each seg-
ment as a shot1. Frames in one shot normally capture a
projected slide as their background scene. After detecting
slide transitions, keyframes are extracted from each shot
for video text analysis. Texts embedded in videos are use-
ful cues for conjecturing the topics of discussion. Thus,
1Ashotisoriginally referred to asasequence offrameswith continuous
camera motion. In this paper, we refer a shot as a sequence of frames that
capture a same electronic slide.Presentation
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Figure 1. A framework for lecture video indexing
our task is to extract and segment the text lines in videos
for OCR recognition. Video texts are not easily recog-
nized since they usually suffer from poor visual quality
and compression artifacts. To tackle this problem, we pro-
pose a super-resolution technique to reconstruct the high-
resolution video texts from the low-resolution video texts
extracted from multiple keyframes. The adoption of super-
resolution technique has greatly improved the performance
of OCR recognition. Besides recognizing video texts, au-
dio signal is also processed for speech recognition. Since
speechrecognitionis usuallyerror-proneduetobackground
noise and speaker’s accent, we adopt phrase and keyword
spotting approach. Instead of recognizing speech in an un-
constraint domain, phrases and keywords are extracted di-
rectlyfromelectronicslidestoguidethespeechrecognition.
The ﬁnal step in this framework is to match or synchronize
the recognized text and speech with the titles and contents
extracted from presentation slides. Algorithms like fuzzy
string matching [13] could be adopted for this application.
In this paper, we mainly focus topics on the analysis of
video text and speech signal. The remaining paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section 2 presents the related works. Sec-
tion 3 introducesour approachfor slide transition detection.
Section 4 presents the details in detecting, reconstructing
and segmenting video texts. Section 5 describes our key-
word spotting approach for speech recognition. Section 6
presentsthe experimentalresults, whileSection7concludes
this paper.
2. Related Works
To date, numerous efforts have been attempted to con-
struct structured multimedia documents from live presenta-
tions [1, 4, 5, 12]. The produceddocuments, ideally, should
contain synchronized audio, video, image and text. Al-
though recent research has led to advances in software for
education, creating multimedia presentation documents re-
mains primarily a manual and labor-intensive process. Ex-
isting representative systems include Classroom 2000 [1]
and Interactive Virtual Classroom [4]. The goal of Class-
room2000projectdevelopedatGeorgiaTechis toautomate
the authoring of multimedia documents from live presenta-
tions, but in a structured environment. In this project, audio
and video links need to be manually generated from video-
taped lectures.
To automate structuring and indexing, major research
issues include the detection of slide transition, the detec-
tion of text regions in viewgraph, recognition of charac-
ters and words, tracking of pointers and animation, ges-
ture analysis, speech recognition, and the synchronization
of videos, audios and presentation slides. Related works
include [5, 7, 11, 12, 14].
The detection of slide transitions has been actively ad-
dressed since it serves as the ﬁrst fundamental step to-
wards the semantic structuring of lecture video content
[7, 11, 12, 14]. The term “slide transition” refers to the
ﬂipping of slides either manually by hand or electronically
by pressing a button. Traditional shot boundary detection
techniques [20, 21] such as frame difference and color his-
togram have been applied for detecting slide transitions,
however, yield poor results [12, 14] especially for slides
ﬂipped electronically. This is mainly due to the fact that
most presenters tend to use the same design template for all
electronic slides in one presentation. As a result, the con-
trast between the adjacent slides is normally too low to be
detected. This problem, in fact, has motivatedthe studies of
approaches in analyzing the layout and the content of video
texts [7, 11, 12, 14], not only for detecting slide transitions,
but also to facilitate the matching of videos and electronic
slides.
Video OCR is an area of intensive exploration recently.
The process of video OCR mainly includes the detection,
segmentation and recognition of video texts. Texts em-
bedded in the presentation videos mainly belong to scene
texts. Compared with artiﬁcial or superimposed captions,
theyarerelativelyhardtobedetectedandrecognized. Tech-
niques in video text detection can be broadly categorized
into three major groups: learning-based [8, 10], geometric-
based [3, 9, 16], and texture-based [6, 22]. Representative
works in video text segmentation include adaptive thresh-
olding [17, 18], clustering [19] and character extraction
ﬁlter [15]. Compared with text detection and segmenta-
2tion, relatively few works have been reported for video
text recognition [2, 15]. In fact, most approaches directly
applied commercial OCRs for character recognition. As
reported in [2], only about 50% of recognition accuracy
(mainlyfor super-imposedcaptions)is attained bycommer-
cial OCRs.
While video texts analysis has attracted the researchers’
attentions for lecture video applications, relatively few
works were reported on how to index lecture videos by
speech information. One interesting approach was reported
in [11] recently. The author integrated the approaches in
speech recognition and spoken document retrieval litera-
turesforsearchingthe transcribedaudioswith thekeywords
extracted from electronic slides. Our proposed approach is
different from [11] in the following aspects: i) both phrases
and keywords are extracted from electronic slides for re-
trieval, ii) instead of recognizing continuous speech sig-
nals, the signals are spotted by the extracted keywords and
phrases, iii) the spotted keywords and phrases in audio sig-
nals are used directly to retrieve the most similar slide in an
electronic document.
3. Slide Transition Detection
Intuitively,a new slide can be detected wheneverthere is
a change of title, content, ﬁgure, or design template. In our
approach, slide transitions are detected by both the back-
ground (ﬁgure and design template) and caption (title and
content) cues on the projected slides. Our system is set up
as follows. A camera is mounted in the lecture hall so as to
capturethe presenterandtheprojectedelectronicslides (see
Figure 3 for an illustration). The position of camera is ﬁxed
and it stays stationary throughouta lecture. A presenter can
move freely in front of the projected screen and use point-
ers to explain or highlight important concepts. The capture
videos are encoded in MPEG format.
Figure 2 illustrates the overview of our approach. A
video is initially partitioned into divisions of ﬁxed interval.
These divisions are referred to as time frames. They are
composedof a sequence of images. A backgroundtemplate
is computed from each time frame based on the foreground
and background segmentation algorithm. The computed
backgroundtemplateis used as a mask to detect captionand
to compute energy due to background change. A text mask
is also generated to compute energy due to caption change.
The background and caption energies are utilized to deter-
mine whether a time frame contains slide transitions. If a
transition is suspected, the caption and backgroundsimilar-
ityamongtheimageframesofthetimeframewill befurther
compared to detect the exact slide transition.
Our approach operates directly in MPEG compressed
domain. Instead of processing the original size image
frames, DC image sequence extracted directly from DC co-
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Figure 2. Approach for slide transition detection
efﬁcients are used for template generation and energy com-
putation. Besides DC coefﬁcients, AC coefﬁcients are also
utilized for caption detection. The detailed of our approach
can be found in [14]. This approach is efﬁcient, it can pro-
cess approximately 70 frames per second on a Pentium-IV
platform. Figure 3 shows the segmented background and
the detected caption regions of a video frame for slide tran-
sition detection.
Figure 3. (left) Original image frame; (middle) seg-
mented background; (right) detected captions for slide tran-
sition detection.
4. Video Text Analysis
After the slide transition detection, multiple keyframes
are extracted from each shot2. The low-resolution texts
embedded in multiple keyframes are then detected, recon-
structed and segmented as high-resolution texts prior to
OCR recognition. Unlike slide transition detection, all op-
erations are carried out in uncompressed domain. For tran-
sition detection, a rough analysis of visual hints has already
2No speciﬁc keyframe selection algorithm is employed since the cam-
era is static throughout a presentation. The number of selected keyframes
in each shot is ﬁve in our experiments.
3given us good enough accuracy. For video text analysis,
nevertheless, a detailed analysis is necessary since the reso-
lution of video texts can signiﬁcantly affect the OCR accu-
racy.
4.1. Video Text Detection
The aim of text detection is to localize the exact text re-
gion in images or videos. Some factor including complex
background,text-like scenes and the contrast between fore-
ground texts and background scenes, will affect the result
of detection. To detect text in lecture videos, we have tried
both geometric-based and texture-based approach. From
ourexperiments,we ﬁnd that the geometric-basedapproach
likes [3] gets better results, andmeanwhile,is veryefﬁcient.
Our algorithm operates as follows. The LOG (Laplacian
of Gaussian) is employedto detect edges in keyframes. The
rectangle text boxes that surround the edge sets are then
obtained. An attribute set is then computed for each sur-
rounding rectangle. The attributes include the center of the
rectangular text box, the mean and variance vectors corre-
sponding to the foreground and background color distribu-
tion, and the threshold vector corresponding to the colors.
Afterdetectingthe edgesand computingtheir attributes, the
next step is to exclude non-text regions using the following
criteria: i) one or both dimension of the text box are too
large; ii) the edge intensity is too low; iii) the edge density
inside the region is too low.
The remaining edges are regarded as belonging to some
characters. Since each character/word may consist of sev-
eral edges or components, a loop is done to combine all
edgesthatbelongtothesamecharacter/word. Theattributes
obtained from the second step are used to check whether
they are possibly of the same character/word.
With LOG, we can obtain enhanced correspondences on
differentedge scales by using a suitable deviation. A GMM
(Gaussian mixture model) is used to represent background
and foreground. Since characters in the same context share
common properties, they are used to analyze the layout and
reﬁne detection results.
The text detection results may vary for different
keyframes extracted from a shot. This is mainly due to the
changes of lighting condition, shadow, and the movement
of a presenter. In our approach, we integrate the results ex-
tracted from multiple keyframes and obtain the best possi-
ble text boxes in a shot.
4.2. Super-Resolution based Reconstruction
The main problem of recognizing video texts is the poor
visual quality due to low image resolution. For instance, in
our lecture videos, the height of a character is usually no
more than 10 pixels which is too small for the commercial
OCR systems. To improvethe resolution,we employsuper-
resolution based approach. Our approach is mainly lain in
two aspects: i) linear interpolation to expand a textbox, ii)
multi-framesintegrationto smooth backgroundscene while
enhancing the contrast of foreground texts to background
scene.
Denote L as a low resolution textbox, and S as the high-
resolution textbox of L. The relationship between S and L
is
S(X,Y)=L(
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Y
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
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After linear interpolation, the ﬁnal high-resolution
textbox is obtained by integrating the results of text boxes
obtained from multiple keyframes. The approach can en-
hance the foreground and background contrast. Let S k as
the high-resolution textbox of kth keyframe, we compute
the statistical information of these text boxes as follow
µk(x,y)=
1
|w|
×

p,q∈w
Sk(x − p,y − q) (5)
µ(x,y)=
1
k
×

k
µk(x,y) (6)
σ(x,y)=
1
|w|
× max
k
(7)
 
p,q∈w
{Sk(x − p,y − q) − µk(x,y)}2
wherew is a 5×5localsupportwindowand|w| is thecardi-
nality of the window. Denote S

as the ﬁnal high-resolution
textbox. We update the pixel values in S

based on the
computed statistical information. If σ(x,y) is smaller than
a predeﬁned threshold, S

(x,y)=µ(x,y). Otherwise,
S(x,y)=m i n k Sk(x,y) or S(x,y)=m a x k Sk(x,y) by
guessing whether S(x,y) lies on a character. The guessing
is done by checking the pixel values outside a small region
of the low-resolution text boxes.
44.3. Video Text Segmentation
Since most current OCR systems use binary images as
input, binarization(or segmentation)is a preprocessingstep
of text recognition. Given a high-resolution text box, the
task is to determinewhetherthe pixels belongto foreground
characters or just lie in background scene. The high reso-
lution texts usually have distinguishable colors between the
foreground and background, and also have a high intensity
contrast in a gray scale image. This seems make it easy to
segment text and to describe the character using marginal
distribution in a color space.
We utilize R/G/B/H/I components for text binarization.
Figure 4 shows the histogram of a text box in I space.
The foregroundmean µf, backgroundmean µb, foreground
variance σf, and background variance σb are calculated for
eachcomponent. ThentheGMM(Gaussianmixturemodel)
parameters of a text box are calculated and they can reﬂect
how well each component is in segmenting and describing
character properties. Each component is associated with a
conﬁdence as follows:
Ci =
|µi
b − µi
f|
σi
b − σi
f
(8)
CH =
min(|µH
b − µH
f |,256 −| µH
b − µH
f |)
σH
b − σH
f
(9)
where i = {R,G,B,I}. The higher the value C, the more
conﬁdent the corresponding component. The component
with the highest conﬁdence is selected to carry out the seg-
mentation of foreground texts and backgroundscene.
Figure 4. The histogram of a text box in I space.
5. Content Guided Speech Recognition
Besides video texts, what a presentersaid duringthe pre-
sentation is another source of useful information. However,
the speech, in general, is not as stable as video texts. This
is mainly because different people can have different styles
when talking, the content of speech is comparatively sub-
jective. Moreover, the performance of speech recognition
can be sensitive to the accent and pronunciation of speak-
ers. Despite the disadvantages, speech signal, nevertheless,
can still serve as a supplement, in particularly, when there
is error happened in video text recognition.
Instead of recognizing speech in an unconstraint envi-
ronment, we adopt a content guided recognition approach.
We restrict ourselves to a simple indication of discussing
topic by spotting the speech signal using the phrases and
keywords extracted from the presentation slides. Phrases
are actually the titles in slides, while keywords are obtained
from the content of slides. A stop-word list is used to ﬁlter
insigniﬁcant words in the electronic slides. Figure 5 illus-
trates the ﬂow of our approach. First, the phrases and key-
words extracted from the electronic slides are represented
in XML format. Together with the audio signal, the XML
ﬁle is inputto the SR (speechrecognition)engine. Based on
the content of XML, the SR engine will output the phrases
and keywords that are hit or recognized. Based on the hits,
the retrieval engine will further compute the conﬁdence and
similarity scores to decide which slide is most likely the
current discussing topic.
spotted keywords spotted phrases
associated slide
Retrieval Engine
Figure 5. Slide detection by speech recognition.
Given the time index of a shot, the retrieval engine will
buffer and collect a sequence of spotted phrases and key-
words from the SR engine. These information will be uti-
lized to determine the associated electronic slide of a given
shot. Basically, the decision process can be divided into
two stages. At the ﬁrst stages, the retrieval enginecomputes
conﬁdence scores for each slide based on the “phrase hits”.
Normallymostslides willget zeroscore,exceptthoseslides
whose titles match the spotted phrase. The conﬁdencescore
is dependent on how close a title can match with a spotted
phrase. A maximum score of 1 will be given for an exact
match. Let Titleand Phrase, respectively, as the sets of
keywords in a title and a phrase. The conﬁdence score is
measured as
C =
Title∩ Phrase
max{|Title|,|Phrase|}
(10)
5where |Title| and |Phrase| are, respectively, the number
of keywords in a title and a phase. The value of C is in the
rangeof [0,1]. In principle,those slides with relatively high
scores will be selected as the candidates for further process-
ing. At the second stage, we adopt an approach similar to
the traditional information retrieval techniques, except that
the query is a list of spotted keywords. The spotted key-
wordswill be used bythe engineto retrievethe most similar
slide from a set of candidate slides.
In the current implementation, we employ MSAPI 5.1
(Microsoft Speech API) to develop our application. We
use the CnC (Command and Control) mode in MSAPI for
speech recognition. The phases extracted from the slides
are represented as dynamic grammars in the XML ﬁle for-
mat. Meanwhile, the extracted keywords are itemized as a
reference list for keyword spotting.
6. Experiments
We conduct experiments on four lecture videos. The
duration of each video is approximately 30 to 45 minutes.
Same design template is used for all the slides in a presen-
tation document. In total, our approach extracts 194 shots
fromthese fourvideos. The recall andprecision of our slide
transition detection approach is 0.87 and 0.95 respectively.
Foreachshot, we evenlyextractﬁvekeyframesalongthe
temporal dimension for video text analysis. The common
text boxes extracted from the keyframes are integrated and
reconstructed as one high resolution text box prior to the
foreground and background segmentation. Figure 6 shows
the detected text boxes in different keyframes, while Fig-
ure 7 shows some of the reconstructed high-resolution text
boxes from these keyframes. As seen in Figure 6, when the
background is not very complicated, our text detection al-
gorithm works very well. Some noises will be included if
the text is connected with some other edges of scenes.
We also comparethe performanceof videosegmentation
for both low-resolution and high-resolutiontext boxes. The
approachworks pretty well for the titles in both resolutions.
Almost all characters in the titles are correctly segmented,
except few characters that are over-illuminateddue to light-
ing conditions. Nevertheless, the main differences are: i)
the borders or edges of high-resolution characters are much
smoother,ii)in contrastto low-resolution,two adjacentseg-
mented characters in high resolution text box are normally
well separated. We found that these factors can make great
impact for OCR recognition. Compare with the title seg-
mentation, the characters embedded in the main content are
generally difﬁcult to be segmented due to small font sizes
and over-illumination. Nevertheless, the segmentation of
high-resolution text boxes is signiﬁcantly better than the
low-resolution text boxes. In low-resolution text boxes, the
foreground and background scenes are not well separated.
As a results, foreground characters are usually segmented
into broken characters that are almost impossible for OCR
recognition.
Tables 1 and 2 compare the commercial OCR perfor-
mance for the low and high resolution texts. We employ
the commercial OCR in [23] for this experiment. As indi-
catedin the tables, the improvementofhigh-resolutiontexts
over low-resolution texts is signiﬁcant. The OCR can rec-
ognized 80% to 90% of the high resolutions titles, but can
only recognize 20% to 40% of low resolution titles. The
recognition of texts in the main contents is a difﬁcult task.
As shown in the tables, more than half of the characters
embedded in videos are indeed not recognized by human.
In the experiments, the commercial OCR fails to recognize
almost all the low resolution characters. Nevertheless, ap-
proximately 30% to 60% of characters that are recognized
byhumanaresuccessfullyrecognizedbytheOCR whenthe
high-resolution characters reconstructed. To measure the
performance of text recognition in a more objective way,
we compute the value of recall as Nc
Ng−Nu.
The performance of speech recognition can vary signif-
icantly depending on the presenters’ accent, background
noise and the content of speech. To conduct a more ob-
jective evaluation, we ask three different people (including
male andfemale speakers)to preparethree differentpresen-
tations with the topics they are most familiar with. The du-
ration of each presentation is around 20 to 30 minutes. Ex-
perimental results indicate that the proposed approach can
link and index correctly approximately 65% of electronic
slides.
7. Conclusion
We have presented our approach for structuring and in-
dexing lecture videos. The approach mainly relies on the
analysis of video texts and speech signals. Since the titles
and contents that we expect from the text and speech recog-
nition are always known in a priori, the content guided ap-
proachcanbeadoptedtoimprovetheperformanceofrecog-
nition. Experimental results indicate that our approach is
effective, in particular when the super-resolution analysis
of video texts, and the phrases and keywords spotting of
speech signals are incorporated. Our future works include
thesynchronizationandfusionofthe recognizedvideotexts
and speeches for more reliable video indexing.
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6Table 1. Results of video text recognition (Low Resolution). Ng: number of ground-truth characters,
Nc: number of recognized characters, NI: number of characters output by OCR, Nu: number of
characters not recognized by human.
Lecture Title Content
Video Ng Nc NI Recall Precision Ng Nc NI Nu Recall Precision
1 620 118 172 0.19 0.69 4117 4 33 2531 0.00 0.12
2 230 51 88 0.22 0.58 3162 0 16 1774 0.00 0.00
3 470 210 268 0.44 0.78 4224 0 18 2752 0.00 0.00
4 90 30 39 0.33 0.77 834 4 20 431 0.01 0.20
Table 2. Results of video text recognition (High Resolution).
Lecture Title Content
Video Ng Nc NI Recall Precision Ng Nc NI Nu Recall Precision
1 620 494 582 0.80 0.85 4117 432 1660 2531 0.27 0.26
2 230 218 230 0.95 0.95 3162 739 2037 1774 0.53 0.32
3 472 434 461 0.92 0.94 4224 955 1616 2752 0.65 0.59
4 90 81 91 0.90 0.89 843 169 413 431 0.41 0.41
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7Figure 6. Experimental results for video text detection.
Figure 7. Some of the high-resolution text boxes extracted from the video frames shown in Figure 6.
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